
Souls in Sickness

We are souls in sickness; I bear witness to that
Though a certain fixity of mind would deny the fact
That a soul can be in sickness – it can carry cataracts
Just like a virgin page may be defiled with holy tracts

But we are souls in sickness; I bear witness to that.

There's an illness in the aether; it's inhuman to deny
The possibility of death in the mind of the mayfly

For if the soul is whole and perfect, it's immortal, to be worshipped,
how can it explain the defects which I see in every person?

For we are flawed in fundamentals,
We're mistaken all too often.

We are messy, We are mortal, we will die and be forgotten
Even by the very messy mortal children whom we have begotten
And if you think that's pretty awful, if you think it's jolly rotten,

Then consider this:
We're told the soul is lighter than a feather,

But the weight of human life's another matter altogether.
And we all know that a heavy heart's a very heavy payload – 

Don't you think our backs would snap if we were made to carry haloes?

And though I don't believe in haloes, angels,
Gods or the uncanny,

And I don't believe the preacher on the hill can know the valley,
Still I do believe that we see clearer by the light of metaphor,

So in that respect I do believe I have a soul – though I don't believe that that soul
takes a form.

And I do believe that soul of mine's in sickness – for I do believe that's what a soul is
for.

For if it's pitted and corrupted then it's human and I love it
We are dying from our birth and therein lies the beauty of it

Just like all organic matter we're dependent on decay
So please don't think I'm being moribund when I say
That I reject all transcendental theories of my essence

The sickness in my soul has taught me deeper kinder lessons:
That we are contingent / We're co-dependent

That we are brilliant / And that we are resplendent
We are mortal, earthly creatures, constrained and defined by the perfection we lack

By any heavenly standards, that makes us souls in sickness
– And I'm proud to bear witness to that


